Where To Look For Your Next Herd Sire?

We all know “the good ones are where you find them.” But we also know some programs just have an edge when it comes to producing herd sires.

At Sydenstricker Genetics, we have a strong history of herd sire production. In fact, for three consecutive years, more calves were recorded by Sydenstricker-owned sires than by the sires of any other breeder, according to the AAA Sire Information Report. We utilize continuous selection pressure, no-frills management and large contemporary groups in one of the country’s toughest environments to allow “the best of the best” to sort their way to the top.

Their ability to work in the real world is well-documented, and many of our customers who retain ownership have seen their cattle perform exceptionally in the feedlot phase and on the rail.

Over the years, the SAF prefix, and now the SydGen prefix, has become synonymous with multi-trait superiority. And the blood of the sire this phrase was first used to describe, VDAR NEW TREND 315, is still the backbone of our cow herd.

Whether your search is for brand-name, quality, turn-out bulls or potential A.I. sires, you’ll find bulls in our annual sale to fit your budget. Over 200 females will also be offered, including sisters to many of these sires.